When you're running the Hammers in Johnson Valley or on the Rim in Moab and just need to take a break then look to Smittybilt to have you covered up. The all new TrailShade pulls out and can be set up in seconds while providing you with enough sun protection to enjoy the sights. Each shade comes complete with a durable lightweight storage bag, 10' canopy, stakes, collapsible poles and nylon cord. The TrailShade can either mount to a tire or be taken on a hike like back pack and can be attached to just about anything.

**Applications:**
- Wheeling
- Camping
- Sporting
- Fishing
- Snow Boarding
- Hunting

**Dimensions:**
- 10' x 6'
- 2.5'
- 6'

**Universal Trail Shade** comes with an easy-to-store portable bag.

**Assembly in minutes**

**Features:**
- Light weight tent material that expands out 10' x 6'
- Durable lightweight back pack style bag
- Secures up to a 37'' tire or can easily be removed and carried like a traditional back pack
- Nylon shock cored cords and stakes
- Easily collapsible pole sleeves
- Comes standard in Desert Tan

**Application**
- TRAIL SHADE

**Part#**
- 5662424